In 2017, we created
LES CHARITY BOUGIES,
a virtuous brand.

Our concept is unique and virtuous
because we are the only artisanal
candles maker to make collections of
candles from recycling objects, all
unique pieces, sustainable.
It is virtuous with men because the
sourcing of our containers is done
only in sales of charity, every day and
everywhere in France.
Finally, and this is a very important
point for us, it is healthy for consumers
because our waxes are vegan, no
scented, uncolored.

Our candles are cast in objects
of a strong character after which
we imagine stories that we tell our
customers, this that they love.
We choose media from all materials and all styles as long as they
are beautiful : all metals, porcelain,
ceramics, glass, crystal, stone and
even wood.
To ensure more durability, our
workshop carries out the refurbishmentcandles sold.
In France, our customers can deposit their candle in the store where
they have it purchased or drop it off
directly to the workshop.

We also set up pouring on measurement in
our workshop. Customers bring the objects
they love and we transform them in candle.
Our waxes can be washed off with hot water.
The containers are thus easily reusable.
Our collections of unique candles are in
porcelain, ceramic, glass, crystal
and all tableware metals (stainless steel,
pewter, silver metal, brass,yellow and red
copper, bronze, regulates, aluminium, iron…).
We offer our candles in 5 sizes from S to XXL.
Our customers are shops, concept stores,
department stores, florists, restaurants ...
We also work with decorators, interior designers, stylists.
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Our concept is unique because it is
virtuous with people, with the planet,
with your health.
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To Summarize.
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Solidarity sourcing
Manual overcycling in France
(Boulogne Billancourt)
French or European vegan
wax casting without GMO,
without any health risk(no
additives, perfumes or dyes)
Our candles are offered in sets
of unique upcycled pieces
for a “collection of curiosities”
effect.
5 sizes from S to XXL
3 main families of materials:
Metal, porcelain / ceramic,
Glass / crystal.

